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Registration of UAV Multi-lens Multispectral

Cameras by N-SURF Matching
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Abstract—The original multispectral (MS) images obtained from
multi-lens multispectral cameras (MSCs) have significant misregis-
tration errors, which require image registration for precise spectral
measurement. However, due to the nonlinearity intensity differ-
ences among MS images, performing image matching is difficult
to find sufficient correct matches (CMs) for image registration,
and results in a complex coarse-to-fine solution. Based on the
modification of speed-up robust feature (SURF), we proposed a
normalized SURF (N-SURF) that can significantly increase the
amount of CMs among different pairs of MS images and make
one-step image registration possible. In this study, we first intro-
duce N-SURF and adopt different MS datasets acquired from three
representative MSCs (MCA-12, Altum, and Sequoia) to evaluate
its matching ability. Meanwhile, we utilized three image trans-
formation models—affine transform (AT), projective transform
(PT), and an extended projective transform (EPT) to correct the
misregistration errors of MSCs and evaluate their co-registration
correctness. The results show that N-SURF can obtain 6–20 times
more CMs than SURF and can successfully match all pairs of
MS images, while SURF failed in the cases of significant spectral
differences. Moreover, visual comparison, accuracy assessment,
and residual analysis show that EPT can more accurately correct
the viewpoint and lens distortion differences of MSCs than AT and
PT, and it can obtain co-registration accuracy of 0.2–0.4 pixels.
Subsequently, using the successful N-SURF matching and EPT
model, we developed an automatic MS image registration tool that
is suitable for various multilens MSCs.

Index Terms—Image matching, image registration,
multispectral camera (MSC), multispectral (MS) image.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTISPECTRAL (MS) images can be acquired using
a multilens multispectral camera (MSC) that records

visible [red (RED), green (GRE), and blue (BLU)] and invisible
[red edge (REG) and near-infrared (NIR)] spectral information.
The light weight and small size of MSCs make them suitable for
mounting on various unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) platforms
to obtain high-spatial-resolution images, and the diversity of the
MS band combinations can derive various vegetation indexes [1]
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that can be widely applied in environment monitoring applica-
tions [2], [3]. However, since MSCs adopt a multi-lens structure
to record distinct spectral information, the viewpoint and lens
distortion differences among each lens lead to significant ghost
effects in original images. To recover one-sensor geometry for
precise spectral analysis, performing automatic MS image reg-
istration is an important task to reduce the band misregistration
errors of MSCs [4]–[6].

Image matching is a crucial step in image registration [7]; it
is used to find conjugate features between overlapped images
and then estimate the coefficients of a geometric transformation
model. Therefore, the geometric differences, such as scale,
rotation, and translation, between two images can be corrected
by a proper image transformation. Various image matching
methods have been developed in recent decades and these can be
generally classified into area-based and feature-based methods
[7]. Compared to area-based methods that compute the cost
function of pixel intensities in an image template, feature-based
methods extract specific features (i.e., points, corners, or lines)
that are better suited for real-time image registration purposes.
State-of-the-art feature-based image matching methods such as
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [8] and speed-up robust
feature (SURF) [9] can extract scale- and rotation-invariant
features to match images with geometric distortions and have
been widely adopted in 3-D scene reconstruction [10], object
recognition [11], and image registration [7]. Feature-based im-
age matching methods generally contain three steps: feature
extraction, feature description, and feature matching. Feature
extraction extracts the local extremum from a multiscale image
space to acquire scale-invariant features, and a feature threshold
(FT) is utilized to determine whether it is a robust feature. Next,
the main direction is assigned by finding the maximum gradients
to achieve rotation invariance and a multi-dimension descriptor
is established on each feature by computing the gradient distri-
bution of neighborhood pixels. In the end, features are matched
if two points have the most similar invariant descriptors on
reference and target images.

To increase the image matching performance, recent im-
provements in SIFT descriptors, such as principal component
analysis-SIFT (PCA-SIFT) [12], colored SIFT (CSIFT) [13],
and gradient location-orientation histogram (GLOH) [14] make
them more effective and correct. Meanwhile, to increase the
number of matching points between viewpoint differences, ap-
plying geometric transformation matching, such as Affine-SIFT
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[15] and fully affine invariant SURF (FAIR-SURF) [16] can
overcome distortion among images. Although many improved
SIFT-like, SURF-like, and even deep learning-based methods
[17] have been proposed to increase the matching robustness
in common color images, successful image matching of the
non-linearity intensity differences of MS images remains chal-
lenging.

A. Related Works on MS Image Matching and Image
Registration

Due to it is difficult to find sufficient correct matches (CMs)
on MS images, related works on MS image registration have
generally adopted complicated coarse-to-fine image registration
procedures [4], [18]. Ye and Shan [18] adopted two-stage image
matching procedures for satellite MS image registration. They
first use scale restriction SIFT [19] to correct the significant
translation and rotation among images and then perform a
fine co-registration by another area-based matching. Similar
approaches of integrating both feature-based and area-based
matching for satellite MS image registration can be found in
[20] and [21]; however, these approaches are too complicated
and time-consuming for practical application when dealing with
large amounts of MS image registration. For MSCs, Jhan et al.
[4] proposed a robust and adaptive band-to-band image trans-
form method for correcting their misregistration errors. They
first conducted a camera system calibration to directly obtain
the coefficients of an image transformation model and then used
SURF matching to optimize the remaining systematic errors
caused by the calibration uncertainty. Though co-registration
accuracy better than 0.5 pixels were reported, it requires prior
knowledge and successful image matching to conduct sensor
calibration and errors optimization, respectively.

In order to conduct one-step image registration, three MS
image matching strategies can be considered to overcome the
nonlinearity intensity differences and to increase the number
of CMs. The first one is to construct an MS cube and match
neighbor images that have the most similar spectral information
[22]. However, this is only suitable for datasets that have various
bands of MS images. The second method is to enhance the image
contrast and brightness to increase the extracted features [23],
[24]. Since more features can be detected, the number of CMs
is increased, but this caused an extra image processing effort.
The final and most commonly adopted method is to modify the
feature descriptor to increase the robustness to intensity change.
Researchers have studied the performance of various feature-
based matching methods on MS images and proposed their
improved feature descriptors [25]–[28]. However, since there
was no further improvement in feature extraction, incrementing
of CMs is still limited.

B. Motivation and Objective

Although related studies have focused on methods to increase
the feature descriptor robustness, increase the candidate features
can significantly increase the number of CMs for accurate im-
age registration. However, the intensity differences among MS
images afford an inconsistent amount of features and a potential

TABLE I
MS DATASETS

1http://www.tetracam.com/
2https://www.micasense.com/altum
3https://www.parrot.com/us

Fig. 1. MSCs, sample MS images, and misregistration errors of sample MS
images. (a)–(c) MCA-12, Altum, and Sequoia, respectively. (d)–(f) Sample MS
images of (a)–(c) showing BLU, GRE, RED, REG, and NIR images from left to
right. Please note that only five images of MCA-12 are demonstrated here and
Sequoia has no BLU image. (g)–(i) The significant band misregistration errors
of (d)–(e) with false color combinations of REG, GRE, and RED images.

number of CMs are lost when same FT value is adopted. There-
fore, to conduct MS image registration of MSCs, we modified
the feature extraction and FT criteria of SURF and proposed
normalized SURF (N-SURF) [29]. N-SURF can extract more
features than SURF to achieve successful MS image matching.

In this article, we evaluated the N-SURF matching ability
on different pairs of MS images that were obtained from three
representative MSCs. Additionally, we adopted three different
image transformation models to correct the misregistration er-
rors and compared their co-registration correctness. Moreover,
to automatically co-register a large amount of UAV MS images,
we developed an automatic MS image registration tool that is
suitable for the accurate and rapid image registration applica-
tions of various MSCs.

II. MS DATASETS

As given in Table I and shown in Fig. 1, three representative
MS datasets acquired from MCA-12, Altum, and Sequoia MSCs
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Fig. 2. MS image matching analysis of N-SURF and image registration of
MSCs.

are used to conduct image matching and image registration
analysis. MCA-12 has 12 separate lenses that can record 12
distinct 1.3-megapixel narrowband MS images. Altum and Se-
quoia are hybrid MSCs, where Altum records five 3.2-megapixel
MS images and one very-low-resolution (0.02-megapixel) ther-
mal infrared (TIR) image, while Sequoia only captures four
1.2-megapixel MS images and another high-resolution (16-
megapixel) color (RGB) image. Although the numbers of MS
bands are unequal, they can be generally classified into five MS
categories, BLU, GRE, RED, REG, and NIR; note that Sequoia
has no BLU image.

Each camera comprises 100 groups of MS images, where
each group of MS images contains all bands of images that were
simultaneously captured by the camera. The Sequoia dataset was
downloaded from the Pix4D sample dataset [30] and the other
two were acquired by a UAV company in Taiwan. Fig. 1 demon-
strates one group of sample MS images for each MSC, which
shows that the nonlinearity intensity change across different MS
bands is significant. For example, the vegetation area is lighter
on an NIR image and darker on a RED image. Furthermore,
since MCA-12 adopts narrower bandwidth filters, its original
BLU image has very low contrast and low illumination to the
point that the image contents are barely visible; thus, requir-
ing atmospheric correction to obtain the true reflectance value
[31]. In addition, Fig. 1 illustrates that, due to the geometric
differences of viewpoint and lens distortion among lenses, the
original images are not aligned, which leads to significant mis-
registration errors. Since the textures, intensity, and illumination
differ among MS bands and scenes, performing successful MS
image matching is quite challenging. Meanwhile, correcting
the geometric differences among the lenses of MSC requires
understanding how to choose a proper image transformation
model.

III. METHODOLOGY

Fig. 2 depicts the MS image matching evaluation of N-SURF
and image registration analysis of MSCs. The sample MS images
in Fig. 1 are used for N-SURF matching, wherein we analyzed all
MS image matching pairs (ex: 5 bands have C5

2 = 10 different
pairs) and evaluated the N-SURF matching performance using
three indexes: matching rate (MR); number of CMs; and correct
rate (CR). Meanwhile, in order to correct the misregistration

Fig. 3. Differences in local extremum detection structure between SURF and
N-SURF.

errors of MSCs, we adopted affine transform (AT), projective
transform (PT), and extended projective transform (EPT) for
image registration and analyzed their correctness by visual
comparison, accuracy assessment, and residual analysis.

A. Normalized Speed-Up Robust Feature

In contrast to the original SURF that extracts features on a
multi-image scale, we adopted single-image scale to increase
the candidate features and compute the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) of FT to obtain the required number of
features. The modified SURF is named N-SURF since equal
amounts of features can be obtained across different scenes
and different bands of MS images. N-SURF is a modified
form of the open-source code OpenSURF [32], which is almost
identical to the original SURF but affords slightly better perfor-
mance [33]. Details of N-SURF are introduced in the following
sections.

1) Feature Extraction: To extract scale-invariant features,
SURF constructs a multiscale image space that contains different
sizes of fast Hessian (FH) box filter to detect blob-like features.
It consists of numbers of octaves, where each octave contains
four layers of FH and each one refers to a specific image scale.
According to Bay et al. [9], the first octave has filter sizes
of FH-9, FH-15, FH-21, and FH-27, while the second octave
has larger sizes of FH that contain FH-15, FH-27, FH-39, and
FH-51. As depicted in Fig. 3, the feature extraction in first
octave searches the local extremum (i.e., red cross) within 3
× 3 neighborhood pixels and three connected image scales
of 9-15-21 and 15-21-27. Therefore, if the FH’s determinant
of the local extremum (3 × 3 × 3) is larger than a FT, it is
treated as a candidate feature. In contrast to SURF, N-SURF
(see the right part in Fig. 3) only searches the local extremum
(3 × 3) in each single image scale to increase the candidate
features.

Fig. 4 summarizes the maximum number of extracted features
(i.e., where FT = 0) of sample MS images in each individual
scale of N-SURF and the first octave of SURF; obviously, a
small size for FH can extract more features than a larger one and
each scale has significantly more than SURF. Please note that
N-SURF is also scale-invariant as the scale factor is interpolated
in single scale space and applied to construct feature descriptors.
Regarding the scale factor and the descriptor construction, refer
to Bay et al. [9].
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the extracted maximum number of features for different
scales of FH and first octave of SURF. (a)–(c) Results of sample MS images for
MCA-12, Altum, and Sequoia, respectively.

Fig. 5. CDF of the FT on FH-9. (a)–(c) Results of sample MS images for
MCA-12, Altum, and Sequoia, respectively.

2) Feature Threshold: The FH determinant is sensitive to
image contrast and texture such that a fixed value of FT yields
different number of features depending on the MS images and
scenes. To obtain required amount of features, we adopt CDF
to adaptively select the proper FT. Fig. 5 presents the FT’s CDF
of sample MS images on FH-9, which clearly shows that how
the intensity differences of MS images affect the curve of CDF.
Taking MCA-12 as an example, if FT is equal to 2000, then 0 k,
10 k, 11 k, 13 k, and 13 k features will be afforded on BLU, GRE,
RED, REG, and NIR images, respectively. Since no features are
detected on BLU images, image matching and image registration
cannot be performed. Conversely, by querying CDF to obtain
20k features on BLU, GRE, RED, REG, and NIR images, FT
is automatically determined as 100, 500, 500, 500, and 500,
respectively.

3) Matching and Evaluation Indexes: N-SURF is same as
SURF that can construct 64- or 128-dimension descriptors and
then match features by comparing the Euclidean distance ratio
of the first- and second-closest descriptors on a target image.
Even though the higher-dimension descriptor is more robust to
find unique features, it causes greater memory usage and higher
computation cost. On the other hand, a higher distance ratio can
offer more matches but also lead to more errors. To reduce the
computation cost and complexity, SURF and N-SURF utilize 64-
dimension descriptors for matching features that have a distance
ratio < = 0.8, and perform matching on all possible MS pairs,
for example: NIR versus (REG, RED, GRE, and BLU), REG vs.
(RED, GRE, and BLU), RED versus (GRE and BLU), and GRE
versus BLU. Meanwhile, as shown in (1)–(2), we introduce two
evaluation indexes and use the number of CMs to evaluate the
matching performance.

MR (%) = 2Matches/TotalDetectedFeatures (1)

CR (%) = CMs/Matches. (2)

a) Matching Rate: The MR represents the ability to
find conjugate matches between images, which is calculated
by two times the number of matches over the summation of
extracted features on the reference and target images. Since
matched features exist in both the reference and target images,
it is multiplied by two. Therefore, a higher value of MR can
be expected between two MS images that have fewer spectral
differences.

b) Correct Matches and Correct Rate: The number of
CMs is the most important consideration for accurately esti-
mate the coefficients of image transformation model. First, the
blunders in initial matches are filtered by random sample con-
sensus (RANSAC), and then a recursive error removal scheme is
applied to eliminate false matches and preserve the CMs while
estimating the coefficients. Hence, the CR is represented by CMs
over total matches; for details about the recursive computation
and error removal, refer to “coefficients computation and accu-
racy assessment” section below.

B. Image Registration

With successful image matching, we can select an appropriate
image transformation model to estimate the coefficients, correct
the misregistration errors, and evaluate the correctness of co-
registration results through visual inspection and quantitative
accuracy assessment.

1) Image Transformation Model: From the geometric accu-
racy perspective of MS image registration, finding a proper
image transformation model is key for accurately correcting the
systematic misregistration errors of viewpoint and lens distor-
tion differences of MSCs. For MSCs, we utilized the AT, PT,
and EPT models to conduct MS image registration.

a) Affine Transform: As shown in (3) and (4), AT has six
parameters (A–F), in which (x, y) and (u, y) are the image co-
ordinates of the target and reference images, respectively. It has
been widely used on most image registration applications for two
parallel scenes that have translation, rotation, and anisotropic
linear distortions

u = A× x+B × y + C (3)

v = D × x+ E × y + F. (4)

b) Projective Transform: Unlike AT, PT as shown in (5)
and (6) is suitable for two non-parallel images that describes
the map projection of a quadrangle and a square using eight
parameters (A1 −A3,B1 −B3, andC1 − C2). Due to the slight
rotation differences among each lens of the MSC results in an
incompletely parallel images, it is expected that PT would have
better co-registration results than AT

u =
A1 × x+A2 × y +A3

C1 × x+ C2 × y + 1
(5)

v =
B1 × x+B2 × y +B3

C1 × x+ C2 × y + 1
. (6)

c) Extended Projective Transform: Although PT is suit-
able to correct the non-parallel images of MSCs, there are still
lens distortion differences among each lens. As depicted in
Fig. 6, the radial lens distortion curve of each lens of MCA-12,
Altum, and Sequoia that were calibrated using an indoor camera
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Fig. 6. Radial lens distortion curve of MSCs. (a)–(c) Results of MCA-12,
Altum, and Sequoia, respectively.

calibration field [34], the radial lens distortion curves of different
lenses in each MSC are very similar, and only slightly different
(only 5–10 pixels) at the image borders. Therefore, without
considering the lens distortion differences, it is expected that
misregistration errors remain at the borders of images after PT.
To correct both the geometrical differences of viewpoint and
lens distortion, EPT is formed by adding the additional lens
distortion parameters [35] of (7) and (8) to the original PT
model. (K1 −K3) and (P1 − P2) are coefficients of the radial
and decentering lens distortion coefficients, respectively, and r
represents the distance to the image perspective center

Δx = x× (
K1 × r2 +K2 × r4 +K3 × r6

)
+ P1

× (
r2 + 2x2

)
+ 2P2xy (7)

Δy = y × (
K1 × r2 +K2 × r4 +K3 × r6

)
+ P2

× (
r2 + 2y2

)
+ 2P1xy. (8)

2) Coefficients Computation and Accuracy Assessment: The
coefficients of each image transformation model are estimated
using the least-square adjustment of matches, and the co-
registration accuracy is represented by the root-mean-square
errors (RMSEs) of the residuals of matches. However, since
matches still comprise errors after RANSAC, the folds of RM-
SEs are used as the threshold, and matches that have residuals
larger than the threshold are removed. To accurately estimate
the coefficients, we adopt a recursive error removal scheme
that conducts least-square adjustment and estimates RMSEs for
removing errors; then, the procedure is repeated until no matches
are removed. According to our experiences, 2.5 times the RMSE
is an optimal value that can obtain reasonable accuracy and CMs.

3) Analysis of Co-Registration Results: To evaluate the cor-
rectness of the co-registration results among different image
transformation models, visual comparison can provide direct ev-
idence of the correctness, while RMSEs can provide numerical
accuracy assessment. Moreover, by inspecting the distribution
of CMs residuals, we can select the best image transformation
model with the smallest systematic errors suitable for MSC
image co-registration.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section evaluates the matching performance of SURF
and N-SURF, compares the different image registration results,

TABLE II
SAMPLE OF MATCHING EVALUATION TABLE

TABLE III
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR MATCHING EVALUATION

and introduces the generalized tool for MS image co-registration
of MSCs.

A. Matching Performance Evaluation

Table II gives the matching evaluation table of MCA-12
that utilizes SURF-10 (i.e., FT = 10) and EPT for the image
registration of all MS image matching pairs, which summarizes
the utilized matching method, the extracted number of features,
evaluation indexes, and RMSEs of image registration. In the
table, the symbols “∗” and “#” denote that the image matching
or image registration has failed and that the matching pair
already exists, respectively. Therefore, the differences between
different pairs can be clearly observed. For example, it shows
that SURF-10 leads to different amounts of features on different
MS images, in which only a few features are detected on the
BLU image and is not possible to conduct image registration.
On the other hand, since the spectral response between NIR
versus RED and NIR versus GRE are significantly different, the
SURF-10 image registration failed.

To reduce the complexity of matching analysis in this article,
only SURF-MAX, N-SURF-2% (feature amounts are equal to
2% of the image resolution), and N-SURF-MAX are used for
comparison; Table III gives the adopted matching parameters.
Image resolution of 2% is an empirical threshold for ensuring
that sufficient features are obtained between different scenes
and image sizes. Note that if the threshold is greater than the
number of extracted features, N-SURF-2% will be equal to N-
SURF-MAX (i.e., FT = 0).

1) Overview: Three major findings can be observed from the
highlighted areas of matching evaluation tables (Tables I–III in
the appendixes). First, N-SURF-MAX can clearly obtain more
CMs (indicated in bold numbers) than SURF-MAX. Second,
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Fig. 7. Summary of the matching performance evaluation of robust MS image
matching pairs. From left to right are MR, CR, and CMs; from top to bottom are
the results of MCA-12, Altum, and Sequoia. Labels (1)–(4) represent REG versus
NIR, REG versus GRE, GRE versus. RED, and GRE versus BLU, respectively.

N-SURF-2% and -MAX are perform significantly better than
SURF-MAX; they successfully match all pairs, while SURF-
MAX fails (shown as ∗) in some cases. All cases show that MS
image matching pairs (highlighted as gray shading) with smaller
spectral difference can obtain higher MR and better RMSEs,
where the top four matching pairs (i.e., REG versus NIR, REG
versus GRE, GRE versus RED, and GRE versus BLU) can
construct robust MS matching pairs to connect each image.
Therefore, we can chose REG as a master image to perform
matching and registering on NIR and GRE images and then use
a corrected GRE image to connect with RED and BLU images.
Further detailed analysis is based on these four MS matching
pairs.

2) Analysis of Robust MS Image Matching Pairs: Fig. 7
shows the MR, CR, and CMs of the robust MS image matching
pairs for each camera. Compared to SURF-MAX, N-SURF-(2%
and MAX) have higher values of MR and CR. There are no
significant differences in CR between N-SURF-(2% and MAX),
but since N-SURF-2% extracts a consistent amount of features
between images, it has a better MR. On the other hand, it is
obvious that the total number of CMs for N-SURF-(2% and
MAX) are respectively increased by 4–13 and 6–20 times com-
pared to SURF-MAX. As for the image registration accuracy
(indicated in italic numbers and green color), we can also observe
that the RMSEs of N-SURF-2% is smaller than SURF-MAX;
since N-SURF-MAX extracts the maximum number of features,
its accuracy is slightly poorer than N-SURF-2%. In summary,
N-SURF is more efficient and accurate than SURF and can ob-
tain more CMs for MS image matching and registration, where
N-SURF-2% can achieve balanced CMs and co-registration
accuracy.

Fig. 8. Comparison of CM distributions. From left to right are SURF, N-
SURF-FH-9, N-SURF-FH-15, and N-SURF-FH-9-15; from top to bottom are
results of MCA-12, Altum, and Sequoia. The green and red points represent
correct and false matches, respectively.

TABLE IV
CMS AND IMAGE REGISTRATION ACCURACY OF SURF AND THREE DIFFERENT

SCALES OF N-SURF

TABLE V
PROCESSING EFFICIENCY OF INDEPENDENT AND BATCH MODE UNDER

MULTITHREAD AND GPU ACCELERATING

1CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 3.2 GHz.
2GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN X.

3) Different Scales of N-SURF: To better understand the
differences between SURF and N-SURF, Fig. 8 compares the
CMs’ distributions of SURF (first octave only) and three dif-
ferent scales of N-SURF (i.e., FH-9, FH-15, and FH-9-15),
while Table IV gives the number of CMs and image registration
accuracy. The matching pair utilized here is REG vs. RED that
has significant spectral differences and we used the maximum
number of features for matching analysis. Focusing on the
yellow circle in Fig. 8, SURF can only obtain a limited amount
of CMs, while N-SURF in different scales can all obtain a denser
and better distribution of CMs. Meanwhile, different scales of
N-SURF in Table IV shows that FH-9 has the best accuracy;
the larger filter size of FH-15 slightly reduces the accuracy
and amount of CMs, and multiscale FH-9-15 can nearly obtain
the total amount of CMs between two independent scales and
the image registration accuracies in between them. Therefore,
N-SURF both proves that it can acquire more CMs and has a
better distribution, which is crucial for accurately estimating the
coefficients of the image transformation model.
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TABLE AI
MATCHING EVALUATION TABLE OF MCA-12

Fig. 9. The image registration results of sample MS images and their accuracy
and residuals of different image transformation models. (a)–(c) Co-registered
results of sample MS images by EPT. (d)–(f) Accuracy of different image
transformation models of (a)–(c), respectively. (g)–(i) Residuals of AT, PT, and
EPT, respectively, that are acquired from the co-registered BLU image of Altum.

B. Comparisons of Different Image Registration Results

Fig. 9 depicts the image registration results of sample MS
images in Fig. 1, the co-registration accuracy, and the residuals of
CMs for different image transformation models. First, it shows
that all images are well co-registered, and the accuracy of EPT

TABLE AII
MATCHING EVALUATION TABLE OF ALTUM

TABLE AIII
MATCHING EVALUATION TABLE OF SEQUOIA

is better than that of PT, and PT is better than AT. We can
observe that the accuracy improvement is not significant since
the original images are very close to parallel and the differences
in lens distortion among lenses are very small and only exist at
the image boundary. Except for the low intensity of MCA-12’s
BLU image that leads to larger errors, it shows that using AT
is suitable for most image registration applications, while EPT
can achieve the best results with 0.2–0.5 pixels accuracy.
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However, when looking to the residuals of co-registered im-
ages, their differences are much clearer. Fig. 9(g)–(i) is the CMs’
residuals of AT, PT, and EPT acquired from co-registered BLU
image of Altum; since the images are not exactly parallel, AT has
larger and anisotropy residuals, while PT gets better results but
larger residuals remain at the boundary of the image as the lens
distortion differences are not considered. However, since EPT
considered the lens distortion compensation, it shows that all
residuals are<1 pixel and randomly distributed, proving that this
is the best model for properly correcting the systematic errors
of MSCs.

C. Automatic MS Image Registration of MSCs

With the successful N-SURF matching and correct EPT
model, an automatic MS image registration tool was devel-
oped for various kinds of MSCs. To process a large amount
of MS images, batch or independent image processing can be
considered. For MSCs, the systematic misregistration errors are
assumed to be consistent; thus, one group of MS images can be
selected to estimate the EPT coefficients. The coefficients can
be fixed for co-registering the remaining groups of MS images
with efficient rapid processing. However, batch processing is not
recommended if synchronization errors are present among MS
images. In contrast, independent processing can perform image
matching and separately use EPT for image registration on each
group of MS images, which is adaptable for dealing with incon-
sistent systematic errors to obtain the best co-registration results.
The performances of the automatic MS image registration tool
are discussed in the following section.

1) Efficiency Analysis: The automatic MS image registration
tool is programmed in C#, and it adopts a multi-thread CPU and
third-party Alea GPU [32] to increase the processing efficiency.
Users can adjust the default amount of N-SURF features required
to increase the matching efficiency or number of CMs. Table V
gives the time consumed by N-SURF-2% for co-registering
100 groups of MS images (see Table I) under independent and
batch processing. In the independent mode, we can observe
that GPU is five times faster than the multi-thread CPU. In
addition, since there are no image matching efforts in batch
mode, it achieves an ultrahigh processing efficiency where both
multithread CPU and GPU computing can co-register all images
in 2 min. Nevertheless, this shows that the developed automatic
MS image registration tool is efficient for co-registering one
hundred groups of images under independent mode within 14
min if the GPU is adopted.

2) Comparison of the Results: Fig. 10(a) compares the co-
registration results of MCA-12 under batch and independent
processing where the coefficients of EPT for batch processing
are estimated from sample MS images. Although the results
are very similar, we can observe slight differences at the image
border, and independent processing performs better since MCA-
12 encounters synchronization errors.

On the other hand, although independent processing is suffi-
ciently adaptable to correct inconsistency errors, image match-
ing might fail on homogeneous textures or blurred images.
Therefore, when the co-registration accuracy is >0.8 pixels, a

Fig. 10. Analysis of Batch and Independent Processing. (a) Co-registration
differences between batch and independent processing. (b) Compare the co-
registration results of independent processing with and without failsafe proce-
dure.

Fig. 11. Image registration accuracies of all MS datasets. (a)–(c) Results of
MCA-12, Altum, and Sequoia, respectively.

failsafe procedure that uses the same coefficients as previous
successful matching results is adopted to ensure the accuracy.
Fig. 10(b) presents a low-texture image of Sequoia that induces
a larger error at the image boundary but it is properly corrected
after applying the failsafe procedure. Fig. 11 also shows the
image registration accuracies of all MS datasets that are pro-
cessed under the independent mode. Evidently, the accuracy
trend is stable within 0.2–0.6 pixels. However, since the BLU
image of MCA-12 has a very low image contrast, it has worse
accuracy than the others but still has successful image matching
and acceptable registration results with accuracy <0.8 pixels. In
addition, we can observe the horizontal trend as the failsafe is
automatically applied to ensure accuracy.

3) Limitations: Though the developed tool is adaptable for
various MSCs, we should be aware of the parallax effects of
multilens cameras since they become significant when focusing
on closer objects. When mounting an MSC on a UAV where the
imaging distance to the ground object is >20 m, the parallax
effects between lenses can be ignored and reliable image reg-
istration results can be obtained [36]. Otherwise, the parallax
effects of MSC become serious when taking ground images due
to the parallax value in the image becoming various for object
imaging distances, thus performing image registration will result
in larger errors.

V. CONCLUSION

MS image matching is difficult to find sufficient CMs for
image registration. In this article, based on the modification of
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SURF feature extraction, we present novel N-SURF matching
for MSCs image registration. N-SURF can extract more features
using a single image scale and it can obtain the required number
of features by querying the CDF of FT. The MS image matching
evaluation of three representative state-of-the-art MSCs shows
that N-SURF has better correctness, can obtain more and well-
distributed CMs, and can achieve successful matching on all MS
image matching pairs, while SURF failed in some case studies.
Meanwhile, to correct the misregistration errors in viewpoints
and lens distortion between each lens of MSC, the co-registration
results of AT, PT, and EPT are compared through visual com-
parison, accuracy assessment, and residual analysis. The results
show that EPT is the best model for MSC image registration and
that it can obtain accurate results within 0.2–0.6 pixels accuracy
and have random distributed residuals all <1 pixel.

On the other hand, based on N-SURF and EPT, we have
also developed a generalized tool for various MSCs image
registration purposes. Through efficiency and visual analysis,
it proves that it can rapidly and accurately co-register a large
amount of MS images under GPU acceleration and independent
processing. Therefore, it has the advantages of accuracy, effi-
ciency, and no requiring prior knowledge for conducting further
sensor calibration. Since N-SURF can extract more features
and has proven its suitability in MS image matching, the future
analysis will focus on more challenging heterogeneous images
such as color versus thermal and color vs. synthetic-aperture
radar images.

VI. DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

Automatic MS images registration tool and MS evalua-
tion dataset are available at github: https://github.com/jpjhan/
RABBIT/tree/master

MS evaluation datasets in google drive: https://reurl.cc/
Mdk944
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